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AHSTR ACT. The analysis of sea-ice cores from three summer field operations to the European Arctic is 
reported, and the ice pro perties are related to general conditions of ice distribution , thickness, and ridging in the 
experimental areas. The operations were in 1978 and 1979 to the Kong Oscars Fjord area of East Greenland 
(about lat. 72° N.) and in 1980 to the Barents Sea, Fram Strait , and the Arctic Ocean north of Svalbard ancj 
Zernlya Frantsa 10sifa on the Swedish Ymer-80 expedition. Salinity profiles show the effect on multi -yea r floes of 
a year's additional confinement in a fjord, the effect of a month 's desalination (July to August) on fir st-yea r and 
multi -year ice, and the difference between first-year and multi-year ice at the end of the melt season. The average 
salinity as a function of ice thickness agrees reasonably well with the resu lts of Cox and Week s (1974). 
Temperature, den sity, pH , and ionic composition results are also reported. and the effect of brine volume on 
dielectric constant di scussed. 

R ESUME. Proprietes de la glace au Groenland et dans la mer de Barentz durant l'ete. On rappo rte les 
resultats de I'anal yse de carottes de mer de glace a partir de troi s operations d'ete sur le terrain dans I'arctique 
europeen, et les proprietes de la glace sont mises en rapport avec les conditions generales de la di stribution de 
glace, leur epaisseur et leur reli ef dans la zone exploree. Les operations eurent lieu en 1978 et 1979 dans la zone du 
Kong Oscars Fjord du Groenland oriental (environ lat. 72° N.) et en 1980 dans la mer de Barentz, it Fram Detroit 
et l'Ocean Arct ique au nord de Svalbard et de la Zemlya Frantsa Iosifa lors de I'expedition suedoise Ymer-80. Des 
profil s de salinite montrent I'effet sur des glaces flottantes pluri -annuelles d'une an nee supplementaire de 
confinement dans un fjord; I'effet de la baisse annuelle de salinite (juillet et aout) sur la glace de premiere annee et 
sur la glace pluri -annuelle; et les differences entre la glace de premiere annee et la glace pluri -annuelle a la fi n de 
la saison de fu sion. La salinite moyenne en fonction de I'epaisseur de la glace concorde raisonnablement bien avec 
les resultats de Cox et Weeks (i 974). La temperature, la densite, le pH et les resultats de I'analyse ionique sont 
egalement rapportes et I'o n di scute I'effet du volume de la sa umure sur la constante dielectrique. 

Z USA MM ENFASSUNG. Eigenschaften des Meereises in der Granland- und Barenlssee wahrend des Sommers. 
Es wird iiber die Analyse der Meereiskerne aus drei Sommerkampagnen in der europaischen Arktis berichtet. Die 
Eigenschaften des Eises werden zu den allgemeinen Bedingungen der Verteilung, Dicke und Riikenbildung des 
Eises im Untersuchungsgebiet in Beziehung gebracht. Die Kampagnen erstreckten sich 1978 und 1979 auf das 
Gebiet des Kong Oscars Fjord in Ost-Gronland (etwa 72° N .) und 1980 auf die Barentssee, die Fram-Strasse llnd 
den Arktischen Ozean nordlich von Svalbard und Zemlya Frantsa Iosifa im Rahmen der schwedischen Ymer-
80-Expedition. Profile des Salzgehaltes zeifen an vieljahrigen Schollen den Effekt eines einjahrigen Einschlusses in 
einen Fjord den Effekt einer einmonatigen (Ju1i-August) Entsa1zung an ein- und vieljahrigen Eis und den 
Unterschied zwischen ein- und vieljahrigen Eis am Ende der Schme1zperiode. Der mittlere Salzgehalt als Funktion 
der Eisdicke stimmt recht gut mit den Ergebnissen von Cox und Weeks (1974) iiberein . Ergebnisse der Messungen 
von Temperatur, Dichte, pH -Wert und 10nen-Zusammensetzung werden ebenfalls mitgeteilt ; der Einfluss des 
Sole-Volumens auf die Dielektrizitiitskonstante wird di skutiert. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent reviews have drawn attention to the lack of data on the properties of sea ice from the 
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Greenland Sea (Wadhams, 198I[a) ; Weeks, 1982). Most ice cores that have been a na lysed have 
been drawn from the Beaufort Sea, and general conclusions abo ut ice salinity have been based 
o n these cores (Schwarzacher, 1959 ; Cox and Weeks, 1974). Now th a t ice properti es wo rk has 
begun in the W eddell Sea (G o w and others, 1982) some majo r bipolar differe nces in iee 
co mposition have been found, with Antarctic ice, fo r instance, co nta ining a larger fr action of 
fr az il ice than Beaufort Sea ice. The idea that a ll sea ice can be cha racteri zed from Beaufort Sea 
samples is therefo re no longer tena ble, and there is renewed interes t in regional differences . In 
thi s paper we re port on ice-co re d ata and other ice observatio ns fro m three summers of fI eld 
wo rk in the Gree nland and Ba rents Seas and the Euro pean secto r o f the Arctic Ocean. In each 
case the ice properties measurements were not the primary purpose o f the field expe riments. 

The first two seasons of wo rk were ca rried out from Mestersv ig, a D a ni sh wea the r sta tion on 
Kong Osca rs Fjo rd, East Greenla nd (Iat. 72° 13' N ., long. 23° 56' W .). A chartered heli copter 
was used to visit fl oes in the fj o rd. at its mouth ( D avy Sund) and a lo ng th e nearby o pen coas t 
between lat. 71 ° 50' N. and lat. 72° 25' N. The experimental peri ods were 2- 29 September 1978 
a nd 24 August- 20 September 1979. The main purpose of the ex periments was to meas ure wave 
decay th ro ugh the ice cover, and the fl exural a nd heave responses of fl oes to wave ac ti on 
(W adhams, 1979 ; Wadhams and Squire, 1979; O vergaard, 1980; Goodm an and o thers. 1980). 
Six cores were taken through multi -year ice in 19 78, a nd seven cores through multi -year ice in 
1979, in each case using a SIPR E corer with a ba rrel of 75 mm di a meter. The positio ns of the 
cores are shown in Figure I. 

The third season of work was carried out a board the Swedi sh icebreaker Ymer during the 
Y mer-80 crui se ( Ymer, 198 1), a multidi sciplina ry expedition to the E uro pean Arcti c o rgani zed to 
commemorate the centen ary of A . E. Nordenski o ld's tran it of the North -east Passage aboa rd 
Vega. Figure 2 shows the ro ute o f the ship and the position of cores ta ken. Leg I (24 June to 6 
August 1980) too k her through the Ba rents Sea and into the Arcti c O cea n north -east o f Svalbard 
as fa r north as la t. 82° 30' . A programme of coring, ice characteri za ti o n. current meas urements. 
and laser profilin g was carried o ut by the Uni versity of Helsinki a nd the Merentutkimuslaitos 
(I nstitute of Ma rine Research), with prelimin ary res ults reported by Pa losuo ( 198 1[ a I. [b I) and 
Lepparanta and Pa losuo ([ 1981 I). 19 cores were taken on thi s leg thro ugh a vari ety o f ice types. 
Leg 2 (9 August to 24 September 1980) took Ym er over the same ro ute and also wes t wa rd across 
Fram Strait to no rth -east Greenl a nd. Scott Pola r Research Institute (S.P.R.I. ) ca rri ed o ut an ice 
programme which included fl oe tracking by radar transpo nders. wave a nd current 
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• ' 979 km 1 S Fig. I. The K ollg Oscars Fjord area of east Greenland, 
showillg locatiolls of 1978 alld 1979 cores alld the 
drift tracks of /Wo floes occupied f or several hours 

in 1979. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Locatiolls of cores takell during leg 1 of Ymer-80, with an indication of ice cOllcelltratioll durillg Ju()' 1980. 
DOlled line is ice edge and barred line is approximate limit of multi-year ice. (b) Track chart of leg 2 of Ymer-80. 
showing locations of cores . 

measurements. and ice coring. 25 cores were taken, partly to provide ground truth for a radar 
sca tterometry experiment (Onstott and others, 1982). Thus the total data set for the three years 
consists of 57 cores. 

2. ICE CONDITIONS IN THE SURVEY AREAS 

2.1. Eas/ Greenland 1978 

In summer 1978 both Kong Oscars Fjord and the offshore zone outside it carried a drift ice 
cover. the southern East Greenland ice limit lying between lat. 700 30' N. (Scoresbysund) and 
lat. 71 0 N. throughout the experimental period. The ice concentration was typically 6-8/ I 0, 
composed of Aoes of diameters 30-120 m in an intimate mixture of first-year and multi -year ice. 
The median diameter (across longest axis) of 22 Aoes visited was 45 m, and most Aoes lay in the 
range 30- 60 m. Multi -year floes were extensively hummocked, with a snow cover of 1- 2 cm and 
large areas covered by refrozen melt pools. The mean thickness of 14 measurements through 
smooth areas was 3.1 m. which underestimates the true mean. First-year floes were smoother 
and averaged 1.5 m in thickness. The water surface between the floes was filled by brash and, 
later in September, newly formed pancake ice and sheets of nilas. 

Figure 3 shows a Landsat image taken on 18 September 1978 and is typical of ice conditions 
during the experiments. A gyre is clearly visible within the Gord, showing that the surface 
circulation consists of an inflow along the north side of the fjord; a gyre within the Gord where 
incoming East Greenland Current water entrains ice-free fjord surface water; and an outflowing 
jet of fjord water along the south side of the fjord. This circulation pattern was first mentioned by 
Koch (1945) who stated that Kong Oscars Fjord and Scoresbysund are the only East Greenland 
fjords wide enough to possess such an internal surface circulation; Koch illustrated the 
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Fig. 3. A Landsat-3 image of Kong Oscars Fj ord taken on 18 Seplember 1978. The image is a sum of spectral bal/ds 
4 (0 .5 - 0.6pm), 5 (0.6 - 0.7pll1) alld 7 (0.8 - 1.1 pm) Ivith enhancement 011 the DK.ID1MS digital image 
compuler at Electromagnetics Institute. 

Scoresbysund pattern (reproduced in Wadhams, 1981[al) which closely resembles that of Figure 
3. Within the ice-covered zone the sea surface temperature was close to freezing point, varying 
from - 1.1 QC to - 1.9 QC (- 1.62 QC was the mean of 18 measurements), and water samples 
taken to 25 m depth by a Van Dorn bottle showed that the water column was isothermal to that 
depth . Air temperatures during the day on the ice (10.00 to 18.00 h local time) va ried within the 
narrow range - 3 to + I QC (mean -1.2 QC) with winds usually very light (mean of 1.1 m s- I, 

maximum of 7 m S- l and 60% calm). Surface melting had lowered the surface water salinity to a 
mean of 21 .7%0 within the ice zone (13 measurements varyin g from 15.7%0 to 27 .5%0) while at 
25 m the salinity reached 31.6%0. 

2.2. East Greenland 1979 

Conditions in the same area in 1979 were quite different. At the time of freeze-up in autumn 
1978 a large amount of ice from the main East Greenland pack remained in Kong Oscars Fjord 
and became embedded in the fast ice cover which formed in the fJord. Wadhams (I 98 I[a], 
fig. 14) shows Tiros-N imagery from 22 July 1979 when the fast-ice cover was still complete 
together with a fringe of fast ice along the outer coast. Fast-ice break-up began in early August 
but was incomplete in that a " plug" of fa st ice remained to block the mouth of Davy Sund until 
about 20 August, by which time the main pack had retreated north of the fjord mouth. When we 
arrived on 24 August the plug had broken up but its fragments remained as a coherent mass of 
floes at the mouth of Davy Sund. There was no offshore pack, while within Kong Oscars Fjord 
the ice consisted mainly of multi-year floes which had been trapped in the fjord all winter. Figure 
4 shows two temperature, salinity, and pH profiles taken by Van Dorn bottle in the uppermost 
15 m of fJord water on 30 and 31 August. The surface water was exceptionally warm and of low 
salinity from ice melt and run-off from land. Under these conditions the old floes in the fjord had 
become rotted and were heavily undercut around the waterline with active melt-water pools and 
thaw holes. Figure 5(a) is a side-looking airborne radar (SLAR) image of the fJord taken on 6 
September using a Twin Otter of the Greenland Ice Patrol and a lOG Hz SLA R developed at the 
Electromagnetisk Institut. The remains of the plug are still in place in Davy Sund (right of 
picture) while the remainder of the fJord contains a 3/ 10 ice cover with a few patches of greater 
density. By 10 September (Fig. 5(b» the plug had disappeared, Davy Sund was ice-free , and a 
circulation similar to that of 1978 had begun to develop in the fjord. Figure I shows the tracks of 
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Fig. 4. Temperature, salinity, and pH profiles 
from the uppermost 15 m of water in 
Kong Oscars Fjord off Mestersvig, taken 
on 30 August (e) and 31 August (+) 
1979. 

two floes on which we worked for extended periods, showing outward drift along the south side 
of the fjord at some 0.5 ms-I. Time-lapse photography from a mountain on the south shore 
revealed an up-fjord drift near the north shore at a similar speed. This circulation rapidly drained 
the fjord of ice, since no new ice was entering from offshore. By 17 September the fjord was 
almost empty of ice and only on 20 September, our day of departure, did the pack advance 
southward and begin to enter the fjord again. 

Winds during the period were again light, with 56% of the time calm, a mean of lA ms-I 
and maximum of 6.2 m S- I. Figure 6 is a wind rose showing that for most of the time the wind 
blew straight up the fjord. Air temperatures varied from -6 °C to + 7 °C during the period from 
06.00 to 18.00 h (mean +0.5 °C for period). 

Ice thicknesses could not be determined because the rotted nature of the ice caused the corer 
to become stuck beyond about 1.5 m. One multi-year floe, possibly a piece of broken-out 
sikussak (Walker and Wadhams, 1979) had a freeboard of 2.5 m and was honeycombed with 
vertical holes of small diameter (1- 2 cm). Floe diameters were similar to 1978. 

2.3. Bare/1lS Sea and north-east of Sualbard, 1980 

In the western Barents Sea the ice extent in the summer of 1980 was close to the 197/-/980 
average, but in the eastern part more ice than normal occurred (Norsk Meteorologisk Institutt, 
1980; Vinje, 1981). During late June much ice had drifted into the Barents Sea from the Arctic 
Basin, leaving wakes behind islands (Fig. 7), and by the beginning of July the ice edge lay 
between lat. 77 ON. at Svalbard and about lat. 75 oN. at Novaya Zemlya. During July the eastern 
Barents Sea opened up as far as Zemlya Frantsa Iosifa. 

Ice in the Barents Sea was about 90% first-year during Ymer-80. Ice concentration varied 
greatly, with large areas of diffuse ice cover where the ice was in free drift and was in an 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 5. Imagery of Kong Oscars Fjord taken by the 10 CHz TUD side-looking airborne radar (SLA R) 01/ (a) 6 
September, (b) 10 September 1979, showing disappearance of del/se mass of ice floes from DaL'.\' SUI/d. Theflight 
altitude was 2 700 m and the coastline has been enhanced in (b). 

advanced stage of melting. North of the line Svalbard- K vit0ya- Zemlya Frantsa losifa the ice 
concentration increased beyond 8/ I 0 and the percentage of multi-year ice also increased (Fig. 
2(a)). Multi -year ice was dominant north of lat. 82 ON. off Svalbard and north of lat. 81 ON. off 
Zemlya Frantsa Josifa. 

Ice cores gave only a few observations of floe thickness, and additional data were obtained 
on passage by scaling overturned ice blocks against a pair of marks on Ymer' s weather deck 
(Fig. 8). In this way the mean floe thickness within the Barents Sea was estimated at 0.9- 1.2 m 
(Fig. 9). Floe thickness increased in the Arctic Basin and exceeded 1.5- 2 m north of the line 
where multi-year ice became dominant. 

Ice surface topography was profiled with a Eumig laser mounted on Ymer's bridge and 
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3 60" 

180" 
Fig. 6. Wind rosefor Mesters vig, 27 August- 17 September 1979. 

aimed obliquely at the ice surface 30 m from the ship's side (Leppiiranta and Palosuo, [1981 D. 
The method was usable in first-year ice where ice thickness was less than 1.5 m. In heavier ice 
the ship's motion was uneven , producing large uncertainties in the record. Further, in heavy ice 
Ymer's route was chosen carefully to avoid large ridges and highly deformed floes . Owing to 

North pole 

Fig. 7. NOAA -6 image of the Barel1ls Sea and western Eurasian Basin, 26 June 1980, showing ice streaming into 
northern Barents Sea across Nordaustlandet-Zemlya Frantsa losifa axis. 
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-
Fig. 8. The weather deck 0/ Ymer, photographed/ram bridge, showillg scale lIsed to estimate thicklless %vertl/rlled 

ice blocks (60 cm wide). 

problems with the laser, measurements could not be made in the eastern Barents Sea nor during 
leg 2. The usable data cover the early part of leg I, from Kong Karl s Land to lat. 82 ON. Ridges 
appeared as narrow peaks in the plotted laser profiles and they were manually tabulated using a 
cutoff height of 0.9 m. The results did not indicate significant variations over the study area, so 
all the profiles were combined in one distribution. Total path length was 72 k m and 183 ridges 
were counted, a mean density of 2.6 km - I (± 30% due to uncertainty in ridge identification). The 
mean sail height was 1.34 m and the height distribution (Fig. 10) did not differ s ignificantly from 
a negative exponential. When converted to a I m cutoff these figures become 1.44 m mean and 
2.1 sails per km, which are lower than comparable values from further north in the western 
Eurasian Basin (Wadhams, 1981 [b), fig. 20). Visual observations from the bridge gave a similar 
range of ridge heights but a larger ridge density in the northern areas, by a factor of 1.5. This 
may be due to visual bias or to navigation. In the area north of Zemlya Frantsa losifa, not 
profiled by laser, ridges were higher and extensive hummock fields were seen. 

The contribution to the mean ice thickness from ridged ice, he , can be estimated from 

he = 10 n,uh; (I) 

(Hibler and others, 1974), where,u is the number of ridges per kilometre and h; is the mean 
square sail height (m i ). The result is he = 0.17 m, i.e. about 15 % of the level ice thickness. This 
depends on the choice of cutoff height; assuming that the negative exponential distribution for 
sail heights fits below 0.9 m, a reduction of cutoff to 0.5 m increases he to 0.25 m. This is similar 
to values estimated by Hibler and others (1974) for the Beaufort- Chukchi province of the Arctic 
Basin in summer, but lower than their values for the rest of the Arctic Basin. Hibler (1980) has 
also given mean thickness contours for the Arctic Ocean, estimated from submarine sonar 
surveys. North of Nordaustlandet his 2 m contour occurs at lat. 81.5 ON. in April; our Jul y data, 
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Fig. 9. Mean thickness of undeformed ice floes during 
leg 1 of Ymer-80, in metres. 

Fig. 10. Distribution of ridge sail height measured by 
laser during leg 1 of Ymer-80, showing fit to a 
negative exponential distribution. Track ran from 
Kong Karls Land to lat. 82 ON. long. 25 DE. 

combining level ice and ridges, suggest a 1.5 m mean thickness at that latitude with a gradient of 
0.2 to 0.3 m per degree of increasing latitude. 

A number of icebergs were observed in the Barents Sea during Ymer-80 (Fig. 11). Zubov 

km 
o 100 200 

Fig. 11. Iceberg sightings during leg 1 of Ymer-80; the "7" 
indicates seven bergs together. Shaded areas are locations 
of grounded iceberg sightings during 1899-1928, 
according to Zubov (1945). 
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(1945) reported tha t two areas of the Baren ts Sea (shaded in Fig. 11 ) were prolific sources of 
grounded iceberg sightings du ring the period 1899- 1928 . He believed th a t the eastern gro up of 
bergs originated fro m Zemlya Frantsa losifa and the western group from Nordaustlandet. 
Stor0ya, Kvit0ya, and Victoria Island . 

2.4. Fram Strait , 1980 

Ymer crossed the ice edge in Fram Strait at lat. 790 15' N., long. 000 38' E.. encoun tering 
conditions typical of the margi nal ice zone (Wadhams, 1980, 198 1l a I), i. e. a well -defin ed ice 
edge frin ged by small fl oes (l ess than 30 m diameter), with the fl oe size gradu all y increas ing with 
di stance from the edge until heavy consolidated pack ice began some 40- 60 km inside the ice 
edge. Although well -defin ed, the edge was subject to meanders and, at the point of ent ry. a la rge 
vo rtex some 60 km in diameter caused by an instability of the front between polar surface wa ter 
and G reenl and Sea water (Wadhams and Squire, in press). Six small icebergs were also seen at 
the ice edge (Wadh ams, 19811 a I, fi g. 2 1). 

The ice in Fram Strait was an intimate mi xture of fi rst- and multi -year ice a t 10/ I 0 
concentration. Near the Greenland coast, however, a zone of open wa ter was enco untered. 
which extended from the point of entry (Iat. 80° 40' N. ) up to Nord0strundingen. Thi s polynya is 
characteri sti c of the region, and has been di scussed in Wadhams ( 198 11a I). Large tabul ar 
icebergs, possibly calved from Fl ade Isblink , were observed a long the coast (Wadhams. 198 11 a I. 
fi g. 23). North of Nord0strundingen a narrower lead continued to run no rth -west separating the 
offshore pack from very old multi -year fast ice at the mouth of Danmark s and Independence 
Fjords. This lead closed at lat. 82° 25' N., long. 160 W, and very heavy deformed pack ice was 
enco untered, forcing Ymer to return to the south-east. 

3. S A LI N ITY VA RI AT IONS IN SEA ICE 

3.1 . Technique 

As each ice-core section was drawn , it was encased quick ly in a mould consistin g of a 
vertical Tefl on-lined cylinder cut lengthways and enclosed in an insula ted wooden frame. The 
mould was perforated with holes at I 0 cm intervals, into which a di gital thermometer probe was 
pushed. The core was then placed in a second fr ame and sawed in to 10 cm sections. which were 
meas ured with calipers, weighed and placed in bottl es. After melting in the labo ratory (ship or 
hut) and warming to ambient tempera ture, the conducti vity was measured with a bench 
salino meter ( 1978/ 9), a conducti vity pro be which was freq uently recalibra ted against stand ard 
salinity samples ( 1980, leg 2) or a vibration density meter, with the salinity calcul atcd fro l11 
density ( 1980, leg I). 

When salin ity was calculated from conducti vity, the standard relation of UN ESCO ( 197 1) 
was used : 

S = - 0.08996 + 28.297 2R + 12.808 32R 2 
- 10.678 69 R3 + 5.986 24R4 - 1.3 23 I I R5(2) 

where S is salinity in %0 and R is the ratio of sal11ple conducti vity to the conducti vity of standanl 
sea-wa ter (chlorinity 19.376%0) at 15 dc. The uncerta inty in R was es til11ated to yield an 
uncertainty in S of ± O.I %0. This relation assul11es th at the ionic cO l11pos ition of the sa lts in sea 
ice is identical with that of standard sea-water. There is a bundant recent evidence th at thi s is not 
the case (see secti on 7 of this paper), so that the "salinities", in cO l11mon with l11 any o thers 
quoted for sea ice from published sources, are subject to a small and indetermin ate error. A 
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Fig. 12. Salinity profiles f rom multi-year cores in (a) 1978 and (b) 1979. 

larger error arises from the fact that brine drainage occurs during the drawing and sectioning of 
the core, so that the salinities quoted are inevitably underestimates. 

3.2. Results/rom East Greenland 1978/9 

Figure 12 shows salinity profiles from the 1978 and 1979 cores, and in Figure 13 the overall 
data have been averaged in groups of ten points, in order of increasing depth. The error bars are 
the standard deviations of depth and salinity for each group of data points. Points with salinity 
greater than 7%0 were not included in Figure 13 ; samples with such high salinities always 
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\ Fig. 13. Composite salinity profiles for 1978 and 1979 multi-year ice cores, averaged 

in groups of ten data points. Bars show standard deviation of depth and salinity 
for each group of points . Shaded area shows desalination during a year for floes 
trapped in afjord. 
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represented isolated peaks in otherwise smoothly varying salinity profiles, and consisted of thin 
layers of slushy ice within the fabric. It is likely that these slush layers contained sea-water which 
had penetrated into the floe either from the side or from below through open brine drainage 
channels, although they may have had frazil ice fabric during the winter, as has been seen in ice 
from the Weddell Sea (Gow and others, 1982) and Labrador Sea (Winsor and LeDrew, 1978). 

We showed in section 2.2 that the multi -year ice sampled in Kong Oscars Fjord in 1979 
came essentially from the same ensemble 0/ floes as that sampled in 1978, because of the 
entrapment due to the fjord plug and the lack of replenishment from the offshore pack. The 
salinity profiles show a major difference between 1978 and 1979, although the 1979 profile 
reached only 1.7 m because of the difficulty of using the corer in rotten ice. Assuming that the 
number of cores is large enough to be an unbiased random sample, then Figure 13 shows that 
multi -year ice from the East Greenland Current- typified by the 1978 profile- suffers further 
brine drainage when confined in a 1J0rd through the winter and part of the succeeding summer 
until it reached the salinity shown for the 1979 profile. The difference between the two (shaded 
area) is thus the brine lost from multi -year ice in a year of drainage, although under somewhat 
unusual conditions. Each profile in Figure 13 also displays a small increase in salinity at the 
upper surface- probably due to spray-and a peak of salinity at about 90 cm depth. This peak 
is also seen on the mean profile of multi-year hummock s from the Beaufort Sea (Cox and Weeks, 
1974), and may represent a depth limit for flushing, which one would expect to be most effective 
above the waterline. In other respects the 1978 profile resembles the average profiles found by 
Schwarzacher (1959), in that the salinity rises to about 3%0 at 2 m depth and remains fairly 
constant at increasing depth , with some further increase at extreme depths near the ice- water 
interface. 

3.3 Results/ram Ymer-80 

As Figure 2(a) shows, most of the 19 cores taken during leg I of Ymer-80 were obtained in 
two probes northward into the Arctic Ocean, the first north of Nordaustlandet (cores 1- 8, 10-20 
July 1980) and the second north of Zemlya Frantsa Iosifa (cores 9- 17, 22- 28 July 1980). Core 
18 was obtained west of Kvit0ya on 30 July and core 19 in the Barents Sea north of Kong Karls 
Land on 31 July. Thus only one core comes from the Barents Sea itself; however cores 9-18 
come from the zone of the Arctic Ocean which is believed to be a source area for ice which 
subsequently drifts down the east side of Svalbard in the weak , variable, wind-driven East 
Spitsbergen Current (Lunde, [1965]; Loeng and Vinje, 1979; Wadhams, 198I[a]). 13 of the 
cores were classed as first -year (mean thickness 1.31 m, standard deviation 26 cm) and 6 as 
multi -year ice (mean 2.65 m, standard deviation 39 cm). 

Individual salinity profiles are given in Palosuo (1981 [a], l b)), while Figure 14 shows the 
overall salinities for first-year ice cores averaged in groups of ten values in the same manner as 
Figure 13. The first -year cores show a rapid rise in salinity with increasing depth to a peak at 
70 cm followed by a trend towards a steady value of 3- 3.5%0 . Comparison with Figure 13 
(1978 data) shows 

(a) similar surface salinity; 
(b) a similar feature of a kink in the salinity curve at approximately the waterline (70 cm for 

first -year, 90 cm for multi-year ice) : 
(c) a similar salinity (3- 3.7%0) in the lower part of the ice sheet. 

The main difference is that the kink occurs at a higher salinity value in first-year ice, i.e. the ri se 
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Fig. 14. Composite salinity profiles for first-year ice 
cores from Ymer-80, showing desalination between 
legs 1 and 2. 
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Fig. 15. Envelopes of salinity-depth for first -year cores 
from leg 1 of Ymer-80. 

in salinity with depth is more rapid. The general form of the salinity profile is clearly that of 
summer, differing significantly from the salinity profile of winter first-year ice (Cox and Weeks, 
1974; Weeks, 1976) where the salinity at the surface is at least as high as the salinity at depth. 
Figure 15, in which all of the measured salinity values are shown for the first-year profiles, 
indicates no significant difference between cores on the two northward probes, except for a 
tendency to greater desalination in the uppermost 30 cm during the second probe, which can be 
accounted for by the extra two weeks of summer experienced by the ice. Similarly, the two last 
cores from K vit0ya and the Barents Sea resemble the other cores. 

The six multi-year cores on leg 1 comprised 29 measured salinity values, which are shown 
averaged in groups of 7 on Figure 16. 

On leg 2 the 25 cores comprised 7 multi-year, 16 first-year, and two of indeterminate ice 
type. The first-year salinity profiles are shown in Figure 17, plotted on a semilogarithmic scale to 
emphasize variations in the uppermost low-salinity layers. The following features are apparent: 

(i) The cores, with few exceptions, follow remarkably similar salinity- depth curves, 
suggesting that a single relationship can be used to make a good average fit to all of the 
first-year ice from the whole experimental region for this time of year. First-year ice from 
north of Fram Strait does not differ significantly from first-year ice from north of 
Svalbard or Zemlya Frantsa Iosifa. There are two major exceptions. A few cores (e.g. 
082702, 083102) appear to have suffered a great deal more brine drainage from their 
upper layers than the norm. The results from East Greenland in 1978/ 79 suggest that 
these floes may have spent the early summer in a confined waterway such as a fjord; 
their position north of Fram Strait would allow an origin near a European Arctic land 
mass. Secondly, the last two cores, taken in mid-September (091201 and 091401) are 
unusually saline; the reason for this is unknown. 

(ii) Repeated cores from the same floe show very similar results, i.e. 090202/ 3, 083101/ 2, 
082802/ 3, showing that first-year floes in the melt season possess considerable lateral 
homogeneity. This is not normally the case for multi-year ice, where systematic 
differences exist between cores taken through hummocks and depressions (Cox and 
Weeks, 1974). 
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Fig. 16. Composite IIllllti-year salillity projiles 

from Ymer-80, averagillg over sevell data 
poillts Jor leg I , tell Jor leg 2 . Note 
desalillatioll betll'eelllegs J alld 2. 

Fig. 17. Sa lill ity projiles fo r jirst-year ice cores from leg 2 of 
Y1I1er-80. plo lied Oil selllilogarithmic scale. (a) is period 
15- 28 A IIgllst, (b) is 3 1 A IIgllsttO 14 September. 

(iii) Normally the salinity monotonically increases with depth , except in the uppermost 
30 cm where it sometimes increases to the surface. This can be ascribed to the action of 
spray which is deposited on the upper surface and which percolates down through the 
upper layers. The large variability of salinity at the very top of the core appears to be 
independent of ice thickness and occurs also with multi -year ice. This raises serious 
difficulties in the interpretation of ice type from the results of remote-sensing techniques 
such as radar scatterometry (Onstott and others, 1982) which depend on the properties 
of the uppermost few centimetres of the ice. This may be a problem, especially in 
summer, throughout the marginal ice zones of the Euro'pean Arctic. 

A ten-point average salinity profile from the 14 first -year cores of leg 2 (excluding the 12 and 
14 September cores) is shown in Figure 14. The mean salinity tends towards the same limiting 
value (3-3. 5%0) as for leg J below 1 m, but in the uppermost metre there is more desalination. 
The weighted mean date for the leg I cores was 21 July and for leg 2 was 26 August, so the 
shaded area in Figure 14 represents desalination in first -year ice occurring during the 36 d 
between these dates. Again the kink is present at the waterline- a universal feature of summer 
sa linity profiles. 
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Fig. 18. MUlti-year salinity profilesJrom leg 2 of 
Ymer-80,plolled on semilogarithmic scale. 

Figure 18 shows the multi-year salinity profiles from leg 2, plotted on a semilogarithmic 
scale. There is a much greater spread of properties in the uppermost I m than in the case of first
year ice. The only repeated cores on the same floe (083001/ 2/ 3) do show very similar properties 
in the 20- 100 cm range, though not in the 0- 20 cm range, despite being sampled in well 
separated parts of a highly weathered floe. Core 083001 is of particular interest since it was 
taken through a floe in excess of 6.1 m thick (the depth limit of the corer) off the mouth of 
Danmarks and Independence Fjords. The floe (Fig. 19) was exceptionally weathered at the 
surface, with a highly developed drainage system of streams, canyons, and mesas indicating great 
age, and a variation in surface topography of at least 2 m. The floe was very large, and in the 

fl 

. .,., 

Fig. 19. Surface appearance of very old multi-year fast ice sampled at mouth of Danmarks and Independence Fjords, 
30 A ugusI 1980. 
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absence of aerial survey it was unclear whether the floe was actually part of the fast ice cover in 
the fjord mouth or whether it had recently broken out from this cover. In approaching the floe , 
Ymer had coasted along the fast ice edge, which had consisted of ice of a similar type. Such 
extremely old, very thick fast ice was called "sikussak" by Koch (I 945), who described its 
occurrence in north-east Greenland. Walker and Wadhams (1979) collected reports of very thick 
floes in the Arctic Ocean and surmised that they had originated as old fast ice. Application of 
Maykut and Untersteiner's (1971) thermodynamic model for ice growth with altered input 
parameters typical of a high Arctic fjord (ocean heat flux zero, snowfall 1 m per year) showed 
that continued growth to abo ut 20 m thickness could occur over tens of years, as opposed to the 
3 m equi librium thickness in the open ocean. The subject is further reviewed in Wadhams 
(I981[a]). 

Figure 16 shows a composite ten-point averaged salinity profile from the leg 2 multi -year 
cores, compared with the averaged profile for leg I multi-year cores. The difference between 
them is considerable, and indicates the additional desalination which occurred during the period 
between the weighted mean dates for leg 1 (20 Jul y) and for leg 2 (27 August). A comparison of 
Figures 16 and 14 shows the desalination of multi-year relative to first-year ice at the same time 
of year. We see a salinity which increases linearly with depth and which reaches 3%0 at 2 m 
instead of I m for the first-year profile. A comparison of Figures 16 and 13 shows a good 
correspondence between the 1980 leg 2 multi-year curve and the 1978 multi -year curve, except 
that the kink is smoothed out in the 1980 profile. This indicates that the 1978 profile from East 
Greenland was indeed typical of multi-year ice from the offshore pack and that therefore 
summer multi-year ice has a similar salinity structure in the low latitude (72°) East Greenland 
Current as it does in the Trans-Polar Drift Stream north of Fram Strait and Svalbard. 

3.4. Average salinity 

Cox and Weeks (I974) found a negative correlation between the average salinity S through 
the depth of the ice sheet and the ice thickness h in winter and a weak positive correlation in 
summer. Figure 20 shows S plotted against h for all of the cores wh ich were sampled to the 
bottom. There is again a weak positive correlation with a linear regression 

S = 2.04 + 0.25h (r = 0.27) (3) 

compared with Cox and Weeks' result of 

S= 1.58 +0.18h (r = 0.25). (4) 
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Fig. 20. A verage salinity plotted against ice thickness for 
all 1978-80 cores sampled to bottom. Data 
reported by Cox and Weeks (1974) are also shown. 
Upper regression linejits our data; lower is/rom Cox 
and Weeks. 
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Our composite salinity profiles lead us to expect a positive correlation between Sand h for a given 
ice type (first-year or multi-year). However, this effect is masked by the fact that multi-year ice is 
more desalinated in its upper layers than first-year ice, so that Figure 20 is really a sum of two 
independent lines of positive gradient, one for first-year ice and the other (with a lower intercept) 
for multi-year ice. In fact, if separate linear regressions for the first-year and multi -year points in 
Figure 20 are carried out, the multi-year data show a stronger positive correlation with depth of 

S=1.59+0.37h (r=0.35) (5) 

while the first-year data show a very weak correlation: 

5'=2.15 +O. 19h (r=O. IO). (6) 

4. TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE 

Temperature profiles are available only from the 1978 and 1979 data, since temperature was 
not recorded during leg 1 of Ymer-80, and a fault was found in the temperature measuring 
equipment during leg 2. Figure 21 is a composite plot of all of the temperature data from 
1978/ 79; a typical profile is shown in Figure 25. It can be seen that in 1978 there was a tendency 
towards a linear temperature gradient between a bottom at about -1.8 °C and a top surface in 
the region of - 1 °C to O°C. This fits the observed ocean and atmospheric data (section 2.1) 
which showed that the floes were normally in water which was at or near the freezing point, while 
their top surface was exposed to intense solar radiation despite a slightly sub-zero air 
temperature. In 1979, with a single exception, all of the cores were isothermal with a temperature 
of about -0.6 DC, supporting the conclusion that they were rotting throughout their depth on 
account of immersion in warm water (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 21 . Composite temperature profiles from 1978 and 
1979 multi-year cores. 
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Fig. 22. Composite density profile from 1978 and 1979 
multi-year cores. 
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5. D ENS ITY 

The method used to measure density, i.e. weighing combined with caliper measurements of 
dimensions, can be expected to give a wide scatter. All of the data from 1978/ 79 (none available 
from 1980) have therefore been combined in a composite curve, Figure 22, by averaging in 
groups often points. A smooth curve has been fitted to these data, ofform 

p= 0.53 + 0.074 In z 

p=0.9 

1 ~ z ~ 150, 

150 <z 
(7) 

where p is specific gravity, and z is depth in cm measured downwards from the surface. The 
logarithmic form excludes the topmost centimetre. This is not held to be a general result. 

6. BRIN E VOLUME AND DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES 

The complex dielectric constant of sea ice depends strongly on the brine volume of the ice. 
and less strongly on the density. Using the salinity and temperature curves for 1978/79 data the 
relative brine volume was calculated using the relationships of Frankenstein and Garner (1967). 
The following standard values were taken for salinity and temperature variation with depth and 
used to compute brine volume v (Table O. In 1978 the brine volume increased with depth to a 
peak at about 2 m followed by a slight decline as the decreasing temperature offset the increasing 
salinity. In 1979 the brine volume increased radically with increasing depth and we presume that 
this saturation of the ice with brine continued to the bottom. What strength there was in the ice 
was therefore most likely confined to its upper portions. 

On the basis of measurements on both first -year and multi -year ice Cores obtained in the 
AIDJEX experiment, Vant (unpublished) proposed an empirical model for the complex dielectric 
constant, of form 

(8) 

where er is the dielectric constant (imaginary or real part), v is the relative brine volume and the 
constants Go and al are fitted to the data measured at the AIDJEX experiment. The constants 
were calculated for first-year ice, multi -year ice and artificially grown ice, as well as for both the 
real part and the imaginary part of the complex dielectric constant. 

T ABLE I. BRINE VOLUM E FROM COMPOSITE DATA ON 1978/79 
MULTI-YEAR ICE CORES 

1978 1979 
z T S v T S v 
m °C °/00 %0 °C %0 °/00 
0 - I 0.2 10 -0.7 0.1 7 
0 .5 - I 1.3 65 - 0.5 0.3 31 
I -I 1.8 91 - 0.5 1.0 103 
2 - 1.2 204 100 - 0.5 2.3 237 
3 -lA 2.7 95 
4 - 1.6 3.0 91 
5 -1.9 3.2 81 
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T ABLE ll . DI ELECTRI C CONSTA NT FOR MULTI- YE AR ICE (after Vant, unpubli shed) 

Frequency 
GHz ao al e~ 

0.1 0.022 6.66 3. 12 
0.4 - 0.058 12.01 3.23 
0.8 0.0 4.74 3. 11 
1.0 - 0.004 4 .36 3.10 
2.0 0.013 4.35 3.06 
4.0 - 0.007 2.99 3.01 

Table 11 shows ao and al as a function of frequency for multi-year ice and for the imaginary 
part of the dielectric constant e;'. The table also shows Vant's measurements of e; , which he 
found to be independent of brine volume. 

The values of e; vary only slightly with frequency , with a peak at 0.4 GHz. Evans (J 965) 
found an experimental relationship between e; and the specific gravity p of glacier ice as follows: 

(e;)1/2 = 1 + 0.88p. (9) 

When p = 0.9, e; is 3. 12, which agrees well with Vant's values. Thus the real part of the dielectric 
constant for multi -year ice is similar to that for glacial ice. 

Table 11 shows a strong peak for e;' at 0.4 GHz. This has not been reported elsewhere in the 
literature. If we ignore it we can fit an exponential distribution to the rest of the data in Table 11 
to give the following empirical method of obtaining e;' from v (in %0) and frequency f (in GHz): 

e~ = 7.44 x 1O- 3 v exp (-0.25 f). (I 0) 

This relationship is plotted in Figure 23, which enables dielectric constant to be computed for the 
brine volume values of Table 1. 
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Fig. 23. Imaginary part (e~) oJ complex dielectric Fig. 24. Composite pH profiles Jrom 1978 and 1979 
constant as a Junction oJ Jrequency Jor brine multi-year cores. 
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empirical equationJor multi-year ice in summer. 
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7. pH AND IONIC COMPOSITION 

Composite pH data from 1978 and 1979 cores are plotted in Figure 24. averaged in groups 
of ten measured values in order of depth. In the 1978 cores the deeper part of the ice shows a pH 
value of about 7.6, only slightly below the normal range for sea-water (7.8 to 8.3) in the open 
ocean. In the upper parts of the cores, however. there is a significant trend to acidity. The 1979 
cores, by contrast. have a nearly neutral pH throughout, possibly due to the very low salt 
content (Fig. 13). 

Figure 25 sh9wS a single profile of salinity, temperature, density, and pH from a 1978 multi 
year core. In common with other cores this shows a very strong positive corre lation between pH 
variations and salinity variations down the length of the core. The correlation between absolute 
pH and absolute salinity (or conductivity) is less strong, but is still positive (Fig. 26). Sea-water 
behaves as a buffer, because of the excess of cations over anions and the effect of carbonate and 
borate content. As Figure 26 shows, the pH of sea-water samples from the surface waters of 
Kong Oscars Fjord and the offshore East Greenland Current varied little through a considerable 
range of salinity. The much larger variations in sea-ice pH. especially the positive correlation 
with salinity, indicate that sea-ice melt water does not act as a buffer in the same way. 

A core taken on 14 August 1979 has been analysed for SO,;- - , CI - , Ca + + . and Mg + + 
concentrations. Due to the limited content of Ca + + and Mg + + • these two constituents cannot 
be distinguished. but only the sum of the two is .measured. In sea-water the ratios between the 
molarities of dissolved SO';- - . Cl - . Ca + + and Mg + + are constant (in the open oceans) and the 
ratios are 
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Fig. 25. Core 090801. taken on 8 September 1978. 
showing salinity . temperature, density alld pH. Note 
close correspondence between salinity and pH 
variations. 
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Fig. 26. pH ploued against conductivity for 1978 and 
1979 cores (left envelope) and sw/ace sea-II'ater 
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In Figure 27 the same ratios for the anarysed ice core are plotted as a function of depth below the 
ice surface. From Figure 27 it is seen that in the deeper part of the ice the ratio of [S04 I/ [Cl J is 
slightly higher (0.058) than for sea-water and the ratio of [Ca + MgJ/ [ Cl] is slightly lower 
(0.108) than for sea-water. Above approximately 80 cm depth both ratios increase rapidly 
indicating that the content of chloride is decreasing. 

Doronin and Kheysin (1975) claimed that brine drainage alters the ionic composition of the 
salts in sea ice. For instance, below -8.2 QC sodium sulphate precipitates from the brine in any 
isolated brine cell. and if the remaining brine subsequently drains from the ice, the salt remaining 
will contain an excess of sodium and sulphate ions. As well as altering the pH, such effects would 
alter the conductivity I salinity relationship from that prevailing for sea-water (Equation (2)). 
Further, the chlorinity I salinity relationship would be altered. The chloride ion has a high 
equivalent conductivity relative to the other constituents of sea-water or melted ice, so the 
equivalent conductivity of sea-water is highly sensitive to variations in the relative concentration 
of chloride. The pH data and the data of Figure 27 clearly demonstrate that salts retained in sea 
ice suffer a change in ionic composition. For high accuracy in determining the salinity of sea ice 
samples. it is therefore necessary to use density measurements. 

8. CON C LUSIONS 

Since ice coring was not the primary purpose of these three field operations, the results are 
not as comprehensive as one would hope. Nevertheless, the lack of ice data from this part of the 
Arctic makes it worthwhile to present what has been obtained. The main conclusion is that ice 
from the European Arctic does not differ significantly in salinity characteristics from Beaufort 
Sea ice in summer, except under special circumstances such as confinement in a fjord or many 
years of growth as fast ice. 

By averaging the results from many cores we have been able to demonstrate 
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(i) the form of the mean first -year and multi -year ice salinity profiles at the end of the melt 
season; 

(ii) the degree of desalination occurring in first -year and multi -year ice over a five-week 
period (21 July to 26 August); 

(iii) the additional desalination occurring in multi -year ice which has been confined in a fjord 
for a winter and exposed to warm water for a period in early summer: 

(iv) the form of a salinity profile in sikussak, or old multi -year fast ice; 
(v) the relationship between average salinity and ice thickness in summer. 

In addit ion we have found that the pH of sea ice differs from that of sea-water: sea ice does not 
behave as a buffer, and the pH increases with conductivity. Direct measurements of ionic 
composition show that this, too, differs from the composition of sea-water, indicating a relative 
lack of c hloride ion. This will affect salinity measurements made by the conductivi ty technique. 

With respect to ice topography, we have found that in the northern Barents Sea in summer 
both the mean ice thickness and the ridging density are considerably lower than in the centra l 
Arctic. 
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